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Ã¢â‚¬Å“Baking for Two is a lifesaver for those of us who don't usually have a crowd to feed! Tracy

takes the math out of shrinking down recipes so you can get on with making the food.Ã¢â‚¬Â•

-Natasha Bull, author of the blog Salt & LavenderMost baking recipes are meant to serve eight or

more. But when youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re baking for a smaller household, leftovers either go to waste or

straight to your waist. Luckily, Baking for Two has reengineered your favorite baking recipes to

achieve the same delicious results in perfectly sized portions. With Baking for Two youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll

create foolproof, scaled-down versions of your favorite sweet and savory baked goods. Endless

baking options and techniques offer variety from classic indulgences like Chocolate Pudding Pie to

savory bites like Quiche Lorraine More than 80 recipes are properly scaled, timed, and tested for

smaller baking yields with a big baking taste Tried-and-true guidance from baking blogger Tracy

Yabiku who has perfected the art of small-batch baking so aspiring bakers can skip the stress and

get right to the good stuff No specialty baking equipment required! Recipes specify which from

standard baking sheets and pans youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll needDiscover for yourself that the best things

really do come in small packages by baking in more manageable portions with Baking for

Two.Ã¢â‚¬Å“Such a great addition to my collection. I am definitely a novice baker, and the helpful

hints were fantastic! The author/baker was soooo helpful! I have enjoyed trying the different recipes!

They are so easy to follow. I really appreciate the fact that everything is cut down, which makes

baking for two a breeze.Ã¢â‚¬Â• - Customer
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I received this book as a gift as I had high hopes for small batch baking. I have now made a number

of the recipes most of which were not satisfactory in my opinion. I am NOT a novice baker, I have

baked for years and am used to complicated recipes as well as simple. Thus I thought these should

work but each one I have tried I questioned the measurements.for example, the vanilla cupcakes

and the strawberry buttercream layer cake. Great ideas, poor in application. Both of the cakes

turned out incredibly dense and greasy I believe she adds way too much butter as neither turned

out light and fluffy and there was an excess of grease, especially around the cupcakes. The

frostings also were loaded with butter and did not hold up light and fluffy like frosting should. I might

expect something like this in an alternative ingredient recipe but this is using standard baking

ingredients, all which I used and followed her instructions to the letter, only to have disappointing

results. The flavors were ok but nothing to write home about.I think the people who have reviewed

the book haven't made the recipes at all thus the reviews are misleading to those who would want

the purchase the book. Had I known these things I known these things I would not have put it on my

gift idea list.I am scared to try any other cakes or what are supposed to be fluffy baked goods

because she will probably want nearly a cup of butter for a small batch!Now, the scone recipe was

decent and the blueberry muffins I would make again, but I am hesitant about just about anything

else as I've had too many fails vs successes and this is not, I repeat to user error as I am not new to

baking.And, if you like baking books with actual photos then this is also not for you, you would think

in this type of book photos would be had but there are none other than the ones at the beginning of

each chapter. Huge disappointment.So if you are interested, save yourself the trouble and find

another small batch book or just try from her blog but do so with great caution and concern. OR try

halving a recipe yourself, you'd probably get better results than her talking about how expertly she

did this when in fact, its quite horrible.Would I recommend the book? No.

Mrs. Nayler really likes this cookbook. I really like the things she has made using the recipes from



this book. Like the peanut butter cookies she had waiting for me today.

Was more exciting than I thought, great cooking and eating!

It's just me & my husband most days for meals, these recipes are scaled down and great tasting

recipes! If your looking for a cookbook for cooking for 2 this is it!!

Such a great cookbook! It is beautiful and practical! Now tgat tge kids have moved out, we don't

always need or want big portionsso this is perfect!

This is a wonderful cookbook for two! It is just myself and my husband and we can only eat so many

left overs before they go bad and we have to throw them out. I got the book in the paperback edition

and it is a very nice size. The book starts out with some very helpful info about baking and

equipment including small pie pans, cake pans and baking pans. Also included are tips on

everything from how to melt butter and chocolate to how to roll dough and separate eggs. I have

read through the book and tried several of the recipes including the cheesy bacon biscuits and the

hot chocolate cookies which are stuffed with marshmallows and sprinkled with peppermint candies

(I will be making these for Christmas this year!). Each chapter begins with a Tips and Techniques

section for that particular food. The great thing about this book is that it is convenient for two but you

can always double or triple the recipe for larger batches. Overall this is a really nice book, great

recipes that are easy to follow and perfect for when you don't have to cook for the whole family. The

only reason that I did not give it five stars is that I would have liked to see a picture of the finished

product with each recipe. I received a review copy of this book from the publisher.

Great ideal. I hope more authors follow this trend as most folks have smaller families now. I hate the

ideal of waste so this is perfect for me. I don't want to overeat or over bake so this is a wonderful

ideal. I also love the recipes and am looking forward to trying them out this holiday season.

Wife here, this is perfect! I can't wait to try these recipes. I love the small portions since we are

always watching our weight, which is very hard to do when you love cooking and baking. Also, there

is a nice variety of recipes to choose from. I highly recommend this book.
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